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An old Chinese proverb succinctly states “the journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step.”
Last issue, my Co-Editor took that first step as he
launched into a rather controversial discussion of an
ever-present and increasingly annoying menace —

smutty “literature."’ Jim took a stand in favor of some
kind of censorship. His proposal may have aroused the
ire of some, but it was indeed a giant step forward.
This month, it might be interesting to take a second
step. Let us examine the problem from another angle —
that of developing a positive approach.
The most ideal form of censorship is that which is
self-imposed — self-imposed not on the level of the editorial board but on the level of the personal. The home
is the first and the most impressive teacher of the human person. A child (who is but the shadow of the later
man) is given his first taste of “literature’’ in the home.
The appreciations and dislikes he develops there will
almost inevitably follow him into later life. And much
of what he learns is by example. Should Mommy expect 1l-year old Johnny to be satisfied with his True
Detective comic book while Tropic of Cancer rests so
invitingly on her own dressing table? Can Susie be expected to increase her appreciation (and her grade) in
English literature if her only intellectual stimulation
consists in reading True Romance? Will 9-year old
Jimmy be forever contented with Donald Duck and
His Friends while Papa's old copies of Playboy are so
conveniently within his reach? “Boys will be boys,”
you jokingly say. Agreed. But how and when are they
to become men? What can parents do to insure the
development of a discriminating and sophisticated literary taste in their children? How can we, as future parents, do our part to halt the development of a future
generation of infantile young men and women? For the
basic evil of unartistic literature is that it does not so
much corrupt as it retards. Such unsuitable reading
matter retards the intellectual, spiritual, and artistic

appreciations of its young and immature readers.
What would often bore or repel the person of cultivated taste will fascinate and even stimulate the young.
Being satiated with such reading fare, they seldom attempt anything more challenging. When a man becomes satisfied with water, he will seldom reach for

wine. Can the red wine of wholesome literature be
made available to our children? It can indeed; and
here is how:
1) Good literature can be put within the reach of
the child as soon as he learns to read. Let good
books lie about the house - If high standards of

reading matter are established, the undesirable
books will be less likely to gain a foothold.
Parents can read to the pre-school. child the classics of children’s literature — pity the day when
REAL HORROR can replace Alice in Wonderland.

You won't have time to read to your child? Then
you will have time later to scream and scold at
him for his abominable taste in literature — or
perhaps to bail him out of jail for some crime

which his bad reading habits helped to perpetrate.

escalade
99404649506000666005604
3) Mommy and Daddy should manifest their love of
literature and their good taste in reading material. This means that Mommy does NOT cuddle up
with her copy of Lady Chatterly’s Lover while
Janie or Mary Anne are scolded or punished for

doing the same. The “do as | say, notas!do”
attitude has become too common to be humourous any longer-if it ever was.
Older children should be encouraged to spend
part of their allowances on the best paper-back
novels and non-fiction. Or better still, encourage
them to start a library of their own.
Allow younger children to purchase only the better comics — and point out the worth of these over
the less desirable ones.
Respect the individuality of your children’s reading tastes. So what if you don’t care for sciencefiction? It's better than True Confessions or similar offerings!
If your child should come home with an objec-

tionable magazine don’t develop a fit of hysterics.
The possibility of a family furor will only increase
the excitement of smuggling in forbidden fruit. A
remark such as: “Intelligent people don’t read
such garbage” delivered calmly should do much
to indicate your disapproval of this ‘literature’
and your disappointment in his literary appreciations. Your attitude of bored repugnance to such

reading matter will soon communicate itself to
him.
Lastly, encourage your children to write — poems,

stories essays, or just paragraphs. Then be interested in what they write — read it, appreciate it,
and criticize constructively.
By the way, when was the last time YOU wrote any-

thing worthwhile?

by Anita Amato

by Patricia Mullins
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Peg was furious both at herself and at Kate Murphy; but
she replaced the pale blue
phone with gentle care. Years
of disciplined effort had taught
her the cost of thoughtlessness
in such matters. Feelings came
and went, but battered phones
must be lived with or replaced.
Telling Kate she could come
meant only one thing and they
both knew it. Today was Holy
Thursday, and the new liturgy
would be of as littleimportance
to old Kate as the shopping
Peg had planned to do.
Holy Thursday was the day
on which they had always visited seven churches. The two
tired,

but serene women and

the shining little girl who had

been Peg —- shining with the
glorious certainty of a brandnew Easter outfit and a beautiful basket. She had trotted
along between them, unaware
of the puddles and overcast
skies. Peg could not remember
a time when Kate Murphy was
not a part of her life. And now
that Mother was gone.......

Restlessly, she rose and walked through the warm, delicately
scented apartment, seeking the
comfort it never failed to give
her. Yes, it was all there — the

prints on the walls, the pewter
on the racks, the one good
primitive she had, the fireplace
— ready to cast its flickering

“Are you the cleaning lady?”

by nicholas d’orsi
Marcie knew all about the
light among the soft leatherbound books. Uneasily she
glanced at the extra twin bed
in her lavender-colored provincial bedroom. How dreary
and lonely Kate’s life must be.
It would cost little or nothing
to take her in. Little or nothing? It would cost her a whole
way of life! Resolutely Peg dismissed Kate from her mind.
What was it that Marcie had
said the other day about the
building? Marcie lived in the
apartment next to Peg’s, with
her husband and two children.
‘It isn’t just that the address
is right. It’s so convenient for
Dan, so close to Mid’s dancing
school, and the park.”’

‘Of course,” Peg had answered promptly. “That’s exactly why my barracks are
here. The slave pit is minutes
away and shopping for clothes
is so easy.”’
They understood each other
perfectly, Marcie and she. The
understated language like the
understated clothes and furnishings had been acquired by
each with the same painful effort in their slow, mortifying
climb from the shabby world
they once knew to the world of
warmth and security they now
possessed. Wordlessly, each saluted the wounds the other had
acquired in the climb.

rising young architect, Kenneth
Callahan. She knew how often
he had asked Peg what mass
she attended at the Cathedral.
She even knew that up until
now Peg had not attended any
Masses in what was now her
parish church. And she knew,
mostly through that wordless
dialogue of theirs, that this
Easter Sunday Peg would meet
Kenneth Callahan atthe “ Rotogravure Mass’, that Mass
which would mark once and
for all her separation from
Kate Murphy and all theshabby, struggling, carewomen like
her, and her entry into the
world of women whose pictures
appeared in the city’s press
every Easter Monday -— the
elegant, warm, comfortable wo-

men. Marcie knew that today
Peg was to pick up the clothes
so carefully ordered.
Pushing a piece of frosty
bang carefully into place with
delicate fingers, she straightened and went soundlessly back
to the phone.
*S.0.S8., if you want a slave
for life,’’ she told the under-

standing Marcie. “It’s an uninvited guest — too dear to be

denied, too old to be put off.
We are going to visit churches
later on in the day, but I must
be here on her arrival. Since
you have no shopping to do
and you know exactly where

my

Easter

rags

are to be

found, get them for me while I

watch the young ones and I'll
iron your Irish linens for the
next ten years.”’
The children came, as their

mother went, willingly and
gladly. Mid in her black “‘legs”’
and smock, Paulie in his faded

blue jeans.
Dan’s boss was a New Englander, and he and his family
lived in the primitive simplicity
that only such people could afford. Patched sneakers, faded
jeans, the whole bit: Marcie

went along with it like she went
along with anything else which
might help Dan’s career.
“IT love you Peg,”’ little Mid

said for no reason at all. ““You
smell pretty.”’
“And you laugh nice,”’ Paulie added. ‘“‘I love you too.”’
“And I love you!”’ Peg told
them, deciding in the face of
such spontaneous warmth to
give them their baskets ahead
of time. ‘“When I havea little
girl and boy of my own, I
hope they are just like you.”
They were enchanted with the
baskets. Dancing lessons, language courses, and expensive

play schools left little time for
every-day play. Besides, Marcie’s Spartan code held toys to
a minimum. Watching their
shining heads bent over the
gay little rabbits and the peek-

illustrator: gordon richardson, s.m.

into eggs, Peg decided to go all the way.
“The grass won’t hurt the carpeting,”
she told them gaily. “It’s Easter grass.
Spread it out and put your things on it.”’
But Marcie’s way is the right way she
thought to herself, halting the rush of pity
their enchantment aroused in her. She’s
seeing to it that you’ll never know rejection. That you’ll always “belong.’’ You
do already... And so will my children
she vowed fiercely.
It had been on Easter Monday that
Mary Ann had invited five girls in the
sixth-grade class to visit her in the hospital.
Mother hadn’t been home to ask, but

Peg had known it would be all right since
she would be picked up and driven back
home. Proudly she had dressed herself in
her Easter outfit and then carefully selected candy from her basket for Mary Ann.
Standing now in her Belgian linen slacks,
thick rugs under her feet, warm loveliness
all around her, Peg again felt the agony
of that day.
“Darling, darling, don’t cry so. Everything will be all right.”’
Peg had not cried until she was home.
Through it all, the joy of seeing Mother
so unexpectedly, the slow realization that
she had come into Mary Ann’s room to
clean it — and silence, the terrible silence

that had filled the room when the other
girls realized it.

The sudden, confused

knowledge learned through her classmates’
eyes that this was a shameful occupation
— some deep, sustaining force had sprung
to Peg’s help and she had held Mother’s
hand with fierce pride, smiling while she
did it.
Peg had stopped crying.
“It’s all right Mother,’’ she had said.
““T’m fine, now.’’ She had smiled, and then

at the look of horror in her mother’s eyes,
she had stopped smiling, realizing that
her smile was worse than her tears.
The next day she had bought her mother a bunch of artificial violets for her coat.
She had bought a bunch just like it for
Kate, and had always replaced them be-

fore they grew shabby. Which reminded
her . . . Quietly Peg made still another call.
From that day on she had not wept.

But, sometimes in her silence there was
something much worse than tears -- some-

thing that pushed all of the warmth out

of the room, leaving only an enveloping
chill.
It wasn’t that her classmates rejected
her openly or directly; it was a glance, a
turn of their heads, a new catch phrase,
the subtlest of differences in their attitude,

that shut her out from the rest. Peg’s days
were spent in hiding. Her nights were
spent in planning. At first her plans were
full of bitter vengeance. She hated them
all. Hated their silly, uncaring stupidity,
the easy softness of their lives. She’d show
them!
Quickly her grades rose to the top of
her class. Her skill in sports made her
captain of every team. She placed first in
the state essay contest. But none of it worked. Excellence could keep you apart as
much as inferiority. And of course what
Peg wanted was to belong.
Finally, she was old enough to look at
things as they really were. And she was
forced to see that her classmates couldn’t
help being what they were. They never
meant to hurt her; it was just the way
things were. There was an “elite” and it
was recognized everywhere, evenin school.
And the daughters of cleaning women
didn’t belong.
There were solutions of course. Peg examined them one by one, and rejected

them one by one. One could eat humble
pie and frown upon the belongers — but
Peg could never do that. Finally, she had
found the only method right for her and
she had pursued it ever since -- the slow,
relentless absorption of all the techniques
needed for survival.
Money, of course, was part of it.
Warmth was too. And knowing about
clothes and plays. But the real goal was
belonging — that invisible tag recognized
by everyone in all places. The tag that let
you wear faded blue jeans or a mink coat
with equal assurance. With the tag you
could associate with a minority, that is,

if it was an acceptable minority at thetime.
There hadn’t been much she could do
for Mother. Hurry as fast as she could to
grow up and learn, it wasn’t fast enough.
Year after year, she had been forced to
watch her worried, pinched, face going
humbly to work every day, completely de-

pendent on the generosity of the pretentious, Overbearing patients. By the time
she was out of school, Mother was dead.. .

After Mother’s death, Peg’s determination only increased. What she couldn’t do
now for her mother, she would do for
herself, and for the children she would one

day have. Toward anything that might
threaten their security, however remotely,
she had placed an implacable barrier.
That was why Kate Murphy’s coming
today upset her. It wasn’t that she didn’t
love Kate. It was that Kate and all she
represented posed a threat to the whole
structure she had built so painfully.
Imagine taking Kate to the Cathedral
Easter Sunday. It wasn’t just Kenneth
Callahan -- Peg wasn’t sure that Kenneth
was the answer, though she did feel a deep
attraction for him. He was part of the
whole system. The world was all too
crowded with Kate at present. Onecouldn’t
dress her in bluejeans and pass her off as
an eccentric. Kate’s shabbiness was involuntary and her pride would scorn such
things as torn shoes.
And yet, it was unthinkable that she
should not be asked to at least spend the
Easter weekend. Perhaps a financial arrangement could be made. They would
visit the churches, come back to the apartment for a special dinner, and then before
she took Kate home, Peg might be able to
persuade her to accept a small regular
sum of money. If she was very careful
how she put it.
The door chimes sounded musically. It
was Marcie, loaded down with packages silver, blue, and lavender.

Kate must have come in right behind
her. For suddenly, in the midst of squealing children, packages being opened, Easter grass scooped up, there she was. Her
shabby black coat rusty with age, the sad
little hat, so outdated, the worn oxfords,

brightly polished, faded eyes peering anxiously around, as though not too sure of
her welcome. Before Peg could go to her,
the back chime rang, and with a swift excuse Peg hurried to answer it.

‘Are you Peg’s cleaning lady?’? Mid was
asking as Peg, package in hand re-entered
the room.
Muted walls fell away, pastel rugs vanished. They were in a little girls hospital
room. Swiftly Peg glanced at Marcie, who
was studiously observing a pattern on the
rug.

“Why, she doesn’t care!’ Peg realized

suddenly. “It’s her own child innocently
inflicting a mortal wound on a fellow human and she doesn’t even care!”’
In a single move, her arms were around

the trembling old figure.

““This,’? she announced as she fumbled

with the package “is my Faster Lady, and
my favorite person in the whole world.”’
The violets were fragrant with the freshness of simplicity and the children clapped
as she pinned them on Kate’s coat. Oh,
yes, the world needed changing, thought
Peg, and each generation must help the
next to do better.
To do better by rearing a child, who,

like Mid would one day with complete unawareness break a heart that might have
been her own grandmother’s? To forget
one’s own friends, to ignore their loneliness and betray their love? Just who was
responsible for starting the change? The
right kind of change? “‘We’ll see what kind
of father you’d make this Easter Sunday,
Kenneth Callahan,” Peg said to herself.
“Tl know the minute I introduce you to
Kate.”’
Aloud she said, “‘“Oh, Katie, I’ve missed

you so! Promise you’ll never leave me.
We have so much to give one another.”
Looking into the faded, brimming eyes,

Peg gasped. For the person she saw in
their depths was not Kate Murphy at all
but the clear, shining image of her own
mother.
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The Animal’s
Army Sergeant
A turtle turns his torpid eye

And his foot: a hook of crusted metal;
His mottled members forward clank
And near the river settle.

A mouse, who scampers frightened by,
May see a towering armored tank,
While a massive bear is wondering why
That huddled helmet’s on the bank.

by sharon freeman

‘he Lecture
The green leaves of the ivy-covered walls
rippled with the wind, giving the science
Hall a fluid-like appearance. Inside, Dr.
Coleman was giving his usual rather dry
lecture on Human Anatomy to a Sophomore pre-med class.
The wind was blowing stronger. He
motioned to one of the dozing students to
close the side window.
Dr. Coleman continued with his lecture
on the neuro-sensory system. He paused
momentarily, turned and walked to the
case containing various jars of preserved
items, loose bones, skulls, and the like.
He slid several jars aside and selected the
one he desired. It was a rather large jar,
labeled - Human Brain.
Without saying a word to the class he
opened the jar. The odor of formaldehyde
penetrated every portion of the room, rousing the students as it did. They watched at-

tentively, probably for the first time all

manner of clay on a board.
It was looking worse outside. Big thunder clouds were building, and the sky had
that certain ominous look about it. The
wind was turning the leaves underside up.
A sure sign of a storm.
Inside, Dr. Coleman was prying away
at the brain with his bare hands. Finally,
he separated the two cerebral hemispheres.
He walked to the front of his desk witha
hemisphere in each hand. He faced the
class, then swung his head abruptly toward the window asa bolt of lightening
flashed outside.
He turned pale white, as if drained of
blood. An eerie, distinctly human moan
was heard. It seemed to be coming from
some point between Dr. Coleman and the
class.
Another flash outside — a scream of terror from the students — and on the floor

in front of the desk there lay a pile of

semester, as Dr. Coleman plopped the

ashes with one glowing hemisphere on the

brain on the dissecting tray, much in the

left and one on the right.

by A. Howard Black
illustrator: john emery

On
Simplicity

Epitaphfor Autumn
What pain is mine that upon the coals does linger,
And what melodies do play upon my heart
In even these, the later hours?
Autumn into winter passes as nature has decreed
And so must the flame die to a burning ember
Though yet not becoming a forgotten ash.
Come to the casements and gaze upon the drifting snows.
The season of Venus’ enchantment has passed
And once again are we alone.
Thus come and gaze with me a passing moment
And, so, remembering a lovelier time and place,
Watch the world in silent entombment.

by valerie laczko

The Secret
Small, precious child sleeping at my breast
born of my grief and of my sin
look to the dawn breaking
against the darkened sky
This is your inheritance and your possession
brought by the birds of morning
who sing the song of innocence
with the rising sun
I did not give this gift of gifts
although I would if it
had been mine to give
no, this is not my gift
I gave you the cry of birth
and the pain of livinga life
as a frail man in a world
of insane blackness
It is for you to find the secret
I could not know

and can search for no longer
but you shall succeed
Go ask the crow who knows the earth
or the eagle in the sky
I lost my voice as I drew near

Stark
Stripped strappling
Standing sharply
on brown brick.
Slowly
Being burdened
by slight snow.
Silly
to say simple.
Silent
Subtle
so sought
Simplicity.

by edward smith, s.m.

November
Forever seeking in the rain
For silver dreams in dirty puddles.
Endlessly walking through the mist
Searching for visions of a vague desire.
The raindrops, bullets from the blue,
Pierce through my skin and touch
The soul beneath, the fire fan for
Further flame — my pain — not quench.
The wetness keeps the open wound
Tenderly bleeding, and washes clean
The blurred surface of my windows,
Light letting in to dreams of dark despair.
Greyness is mine, possessed forever;
Never the shocking reds or ghastly greens.
Only the pale and misty blue that aged,
Withered away, love-worn, into the air.
So blind I walk, to all not old,

Keeping my eyes fastened on twilight
Glimpses of life’s grey, forever seeking
In the rain for silver dreams, for ways across
Life’s icy streams.

but you —
You shall have courage to speak

the words. ..

by patricia mullins

by luis r. gonzalez, s.m.

what is a

CHURGH?
Church can be a religion or a
building. But which? Is it just a
building, or is there some intangible
connection between the building
and the faith professed and practiced within? We hold to the latter,
but feel that the matter does not
stop there.
While in the process of visiting
several churches within the city
of Dayton, Montgomery County,

Greene County and Xenia, photographer Herb Fox made the remark,
‘When I enter one of these modern
churches, I don’t know if I should
kneel down and pray or sit back and
wait for the curtain to go up.” This
is a very valid statement, for it has
been only in recent years that the
new move in church design has
gained momentum. Those of us,
especially from old well-established
Catholic parishes, Protestant parishes or Jewish communities, who
have grown up in one place, even
those of us with limited travels, are
probably used to a church or synagogue that was built near the turn
of the century, or at least in a reminiscent style.

Lutheran Church of Our Savior

Greek Orthodox

To us it is something of a shock
to enter a modern place of worship.
At times it can prove quite disturbing, but is this to say the modern
design is wrong? Definitely not.
What is the purpose of the edificechurch but to give honor and glory
to God. We do not build these modern edifices to please ourselves
but rather as an expression of the

beauty of God’s love for us and our
desire to, in our feeble human
capacities, return that love by making His house a reflection of that
beauty.
All of which brings us back to
the question of what is a church.
The early Christians held their worship in the catacombs of Rome, in
private homes, in groves, cellars or
wherever they could meet with a
measure of safety. In times of war,
portions of battlefields have become
churches, with the hoods of Jeeps,
the tailgates of trucks becoming
altars. In military recruit training,
where large numbers of men have
the desire to attend worship, the
movie theatre that was showing the
latest western the night before becomes a church, an altar set on the
stage. On military bases around the
world, the same building that heard

Saint Brigid’s

Xenia

a Catholic Mass offered an hour ago,
2 MY Sétvanes
is,

now sounds with Protestant hymns

and in the next hour will witness
Jewish scriptural recitations.
So we can not separate the idea
of the religion-church from the
edifice-church; they are too much
entwined. Pope John spoke of “‘sep-

arated brethern” but the separation
cant

lies in the ways and means of wor-

em.

Beth Risen

°

ship, not in the underlying motivation. Perhaps the best indication of

this is the edifice-church. It matters
not if we speak of the plain, simplicity in every line churches of
Pilgrim heritage, reflecting the simplicity of God’s love, not a simple
love, but one love manifested in
many ways, or if we speak of the
highly decorous Gothic cathedrals
of Europe, reflecting the manifold
manifestation of God’s love, both
have this in common: they are the
expression of the love of the human
race for God.
Big or small, modern an antiquated, plain or fancy, the edifice-

church is the house, the temple, we
have built so that God in His goodness may come and live with us.
by Jim Cain and Herb Fox
Grace Methodist

Dayton

Saint Agnes’

Dayton

ROMEO & JULIETplus music
Beginning with its appearance on Broadway, approximately seven years ago, a

ulation and dialogue.

great debate has risen up concerning the

script, for the musical, had a copy of
Romeo and Juliet at his ready reference
as he wrote.

musical West Side Story. The root of this
debate concerns the origin of the story line
and just how faithfully it is followed. Anyone who has seen the show is sure to recognize the plot as being that of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, but people are
divided as to the extent the show actually
adheres to the play.
The most vocal, or perhaps the largest
group are those who contend that only the
essence of the Shakespeare play was used,
the plot of the “‘star-crossed’’ lovers surrounded by a hostile environment and
people who are at virtual war with each
other. I must admit that, being unfamiliar
with the Shakespeare play, I was one of
these people.
Because of this unfamiliarity, I was quite
shocked, actually, by the tremendous similarity between the two, a similarity that
extends even to simple action, plot manipLam

Arthur

Laurents,

It would seem that

who wrote the book,

Before I go further into these similari-

ties, I would like to state something that
I believe to be quite true. This play demonstrates the fact that Shakespeare can
be considered a realist in the true sense of
the word, the true modern sense, that is.

I do not intend to discuss this topic any
further than a brief explanation as a comparison of the two plays will fully illustrate my point.

Why do I consider Shakespearea realist? Because his characters are not limited
in time and space. The characters in the
play Romeo and Juliet are very real and
believable as they are portrayed in West
Side Story.
That this is possible, that
characters conceived in the sixteenth century can be portrayed convincingly in
the twentieth, is the stuff of realism.

But

equals WEST SIDE STORY!
for the comparison of the two plays, let
us continue with the first point, where we
shall find the proof of the second.
West Side Story begins with a prologue.
In this prologue, the main antagonistic
theme is set. This theme is one of hate between two groups of people on New York’s
west side.
The main antagonists are a
Puerto Rican gang and an ‘‘American’’
gang. There are further situations and
persons that add to this basic theme, but

it runs strongest, being fed by the others.
Romeo and Juliet also begins with the
Same scene.
‘Two servants of the house
of Capulet clash with two from the house
of Montague.
As in the musical, this
scene builds to a general fray until it is
halted by Prince Escalus. In West Side
Story this character of the Prince becomes
that of Lieutenant Shrank. One small
detail: in the transition the character of
the rather stern but kindly Prince is changed to the hateful, violently mean character
of the non-understanding Shrank.
The

creators of the musical chose to make this
change as one of the side situations that
feed to the main fire of hate. It is Shrank,
representative of the official adult world
that does not understand the problem of
the young people concerned and whose
prejudice is much stronger than the actually undeveloped prejudice of the young
people, that arouses anger in both groups
that is directed at each other. The modern
writers were dealing with a specific social
problem.
In Romeo and Juliet this theme is an
old family feud, a blood feud. In both

plays the feuds are unreasoned and the
young lovers trapped within this, rather
these feuds are like persons caught in a
rip tide with no means of saving themselves or being saved. They are doomed.
Both Romeo and his modern counterpart Tony loosely share this hate. However, both are distracted from it by other
things, Tony by the feeling of something
coming, Romeo by the direction of his
(Continued on page 23)
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room an air of infinity.
Grouped on the pristine carpet like wonderful statues were the guests. Real pattern
and planning were evident in their placement and displacement, though each who
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PyamcyTete“ad pearls, with one or
Cosel two in velvet and rubies. They
all wore bracelets and earrings that chimed

her senses momentarily..

of silver candelabra. She stared until all
the candles became unfocused bits of fire
dancing unsupported on the air.
Ts it always like this?

spoke. The men wore evening clothes,

jewelled studs, and black patent slippers.

She knew instinctively that in their over>

Her eyes were

drawn to the candles blazing in hundreds

when they moved and had voices that rippled and throbbed like violins when they

coat pockets would be white silk scarves

Her very first thought overwhelmed her.

and white kid gloves with pearl buttons.
The men’s voices were violas and cellos
to the women’s violins, and pure white

She slid down the wall into a small pink
heap, drawing her knees to her chest in
an effort to become smaller and safer. No
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one paid any attention. The ladies continued to smile and the men to nod. At last
she dared to stand again, as feebly as before, but with far greater determination to

remain upright.
For straight ahead, through the soft
whirl of skirts and the crisp statement of
trousers, she had seen a fantastic thing
begin to happen. From an unseen door
had comeatall, dignified man with black
face and white hands and scarlet livery,
bearing before him a huge covered silver
dish, followed by another such man, and
another, and another, and another, until

there were at least fifty footmen bearing
huge covered silver dishes!
At some unseen signal they ranged themselves in a single file the length of the
room along the far wall. She could not
see the ends of that line, though she craned
her neck in both directions. The first footman raised his right hand. Simultaneously all the footmen lifted the silver covers,
releasing a cloud of steam and exciting
odors. The first footman solemnly intoned:
Le buffet.
The covers were quickly replaced. The
dishes were set with a flourish upon a
long, long table. The footmen bowed as
one and appeared to vanish.
Appreciative murmurs surged through
the room as the guests turned delighted
glances to the gracious repast. A few men
took a step or two toward the buffet, nodding happily, but turned before they got
there and engaged each other in conversation. In seconds the guests had all returned
to appropriate groupings, becoming again
oblivious of the splendid interruption.
She was frozen in ecstasy.

Oh, this,

surely this was why they had come, what
they had waited for! They would turn to
that endless buffet and remove the covers,
fill their plates and eat; and she would be
able to see, to smell, perhaps somehow

even to taste the divine contents of those
lovely silver dishes!
No one moved.
After a time she became quite tired from
standing so still. Her legs quivered and
her heart ached with curious longing. But
no one turned.
Like a rabbit she strained her nose toward the enchanted table, but nothing
could reach her pulsing nostrils through
the perfume and cigar smoke now cloying
to her sense. Thus tantalized she took just

a tiny step forward, followed by two more,
then two more much more quickly, then a
dozen at once, until she was running across

the wide room toward the table. Her heart
was leaping and breathing was a conscious effort not to gasp aloud.
They might have killed me!
But no one had seen, or no one had

cared.
Now she stood trembling with fear and
excitement at the very threshold of her desire. She inhaled all there was to sense
with huge, noisy breaths, stripping every
semblance of scent from each atom of air.
In a moment she knew with frustration
that it was not enough. The covers sealed
in both odor and the sight which was a
real part of odor. She would have to raise
the covers herself. But did she dare?
May I help you?
She wheeled in terror to find the first footman at her side, his deep jet-black eyes
probing hers. Instead of the blow she
braced herself to receive, he gave her a

faint, sorrowing smile.
Go ahead.
Turning back to the buffet she gasped in
amazement; all the covers had been re-

moved, and the dishes glowed with magic
colors. The rich complex of odors was
more heady than perfume, each blending
into and complementing the others like
harmonies in music. She could only stare
at the clear amber of soups and the ivory
of sauces, the pure pearl of onions, the
garnet of cranberries, the pale-glowing
ruby of meat, the jade and onyx of olives.
Her eyes gleamed at the tourmaline lettuce, the amethyst jellies, the golden rolls
and cakes, the overall garnish of emerald
parsley.
Behind this jeweler’s display were many
clear decanters, each containing a rare old
wine. The colors ranged from the crystal

of sauterne to the topaz of sherry and the
bloodstone of port and burgundy. The
rows of wine-glasses were of crystal almost invisibly thin, etched in a pattern of
vines and grapes so real that she could
imagine the wine that might come from
them.
All

the

linen

was satin-fine damask,

brighter than stars; and the silver was
heavily carved with a strange design incorporating three blades of wheat. It blaz-

ed in the candle-light, reflecting the montage of colors. The china was shell-thin,

perfectly plain, but rimmed with a heavy
band of real gold that shimmered softly.

May I eat? she turned to ask, but the
footman had gone.
Instead, coming toward her across the
huge room, strode a tall man in evening
clothes whose richness of dress and casual
elegance of manner told her immediately
that he was the host. She watched his progress with sick fascination. As he passed
smiling among his guests, a few nodded,
some bowed, and several bowed and spoke

to him. These he embraced enthusiastically, with no hint of condescension. She
hoped he would be distracted by these
friends, but he continued. Most of the
people ignored his presence entirely.
Then he stood directly before her. She
cringed away, ready to weep with fear,
wishing she had never come from that
dark little hallway to be tempted by the
splendor. She closed twitching eyelids to
blot out his face, to will him — the whole
evening — never to have existed at all.
But he spoke.
You are most welcome here.
Her eyes flew open in amazement. He
was smiling at her! In the quiet depths of
that smile her fear sank away like a pebble in a pool, leaving only quivering
ripples of relief.
I am glad you came. Are you hungry
or thirsty? I hope you will dine with me.
No one else — Were they waitingfor you?
They are only waiting. They come if I
bid them, but no one will eat at my table.
His eyes were sad as he gazed at the
guests. Her impulse to comfort him came
suddenly and strong.
I will eat with you.
You are not afraid?
Why should I be?
They say that those who eat with me die
or go mad. Of course, in their lifetime
none has tried to prove it, but rumor can
feed on itself. The delicacies before you I
prepared myself. Do you think they are
poisoned?
Such beautiful dishes — You are not a
man who would poison his friends.
Her firm rejection of his possible evil
amused him. He picked upaplate for her,
indicating that he would serve her himself. A tremor of anticipation shook her.
At last! But he began to walk past one

tration welled in her eyes. Was it a cruel
joke after all, and she so hungry?
As if he had read her mind, he said, Be

patient. Any of these dishes would give
you great pleasure, but only one will satisfy you completely. And if you have that
one, you need nothing more. Be patient.
At last they stopped before a simple
silver tray set apart from the other dishes.
On it was one small globe of fruit, the
clearest red she had ever seen, glowing
like a thousand thousand rubies.
That?
Yes.
It is so small!
You will see. It is enough.
He placed the tiny jewel on her plate
and divided it neatly with a sterling knife.
He took one half, chewed it, and swallow-

ed. Encouraged by his smile, she took the
other piece. Her sharp little teeth bit
through the resistant skin into the soft
pulp, clicking over a tiny seed or two. Instantly her mouth was drawn and twisted
by unbearable sourness. In pain and accusation she turned on him.
I know. It is bitter. But chew. The bitterness will pass. The fruit is sweet.
She shudderingly followed his instructions; and the bitterness did pass, followed

by an undefinable sweetness. A smile played over her face. As he had promised, she

was completely nourished.
Thank you, she said.

I thank you for having shared this with
me, he answered. Now I must gather up
the seeds.
Onto the plate had spilled a dozen or so
of the small white seeds, which he took in

one hand and slipped into a hidden pocket.
From these seeds will come more of the
same fruit. Another evening someone else
may come, as young and as eager as you
for the best of life. I have never disappointed anyone who sought it here.
May I come back?
You will never really leave, though you

go from this room. Now I must say good
evening.
He bowed very low and left her with a
gentle smile. The rest of the guests had
begun to leave the room, sweeping gracefully in unstudied patterns, a troupe of
dancers. She drifted with the crowd, un-

glorious dish after another, touching noth-

surprised to be one of the patterns, tasting
still on her lips the mingled bitterness and

ing, leaving the plate empty. Tears of frus-

sweetness of persimmon.

Glasses and books.
These words could describe Alfred
Myrtledeck as well as any; although

his brother Mike could think of a
few more, especially when the boys

on the block asked him how “Alfie”
was doing. What a low-down dirty
trick
—having a brother who preferred reading a book to hanging
around on street corners with the
rest of the gang. Mike had tried
everything from bribery to force to

get Alfred away from those blasted
books, but nothing worked. Finally,
he gave up and accepted the fact

that “Alfie” was ‘‘Alfie’” and would
forever remain so.
From Alfred’s
viewpoint, his brother Mike was a
pair of broad shoulders with nothing
occupying the space in-between. He
had tried to save his brother from
“wasting his life’ but had finally
given up. Although the brothers were
only a year apart in age, they lived in

Mr.

Evers, the social worker at the

Family Service Center worried about
Alfred. The boy was just too “darned
proud”—a veritable snob! When he
had approached Mrs. Myrtledeck
about it, she had told him to worry

about Mike instead. “That’s the bad
one in the family,” she’d said. Then

she would start complaining about
her relief checks. “How do they expect me—a poor widow—to raise
two growing boys on such a small
... About then, Mr. Evers would
lean back and try to think about a

nice blue lake with hundreds of white
bass leaping into his boat.
A few
years passed. Mike got intoa little
trouble over a couple of hubcaps.
Perhaps he wouldn’t have attracted
so much attention if the car had
been an ordinary blue car instead
of an unmarked police cruiser. Mr.
Evers finally persuaded the judge to

let him help Mike. He got a job at
Casson’s Garage and the boy seemed
to be doing rather well.

or a mother. Alfie gave Mr. Collins,
the head teller, a most uneasy feel-

ing. The boy kept watching him constantly. Mr. Collins was sure that
Alfie was after his job.
After
Alfie had been at the bank a few
months, he bought some stock at a
very low price. In a few weeks, it

went up eight points in value. Alfie
called the man who gave him the
tip and asked for another. He got
it; he bought more stock, and then
he waited. Two weeks later, it was
down three points. Angrily Alfie
called his contact and was told that
this was a great opportunity! Buy
again, and then when the stock rose
in value, he would make a real kill-

ing. When Alfie protested that he
had no ready cash, the contact asserted that he had indeed given him
a good tip—and the rest was Alfie’s
problem. Alfie hung up and walked
the floor. What to do? An intelligent
gentleman like himself shouldn’t
have to miss such a golden opportunity for mere lack of money.
When
the stock rose three weeks later,
Alfie made his killing. He bought
a new car and took pretty Miss
Winters out to dinner at the best
restaurant in town. When he returned
that evening two men were waiting
for him. It seemed that the auditors
had made a special check on the
books for
a banking survey.
When
they heard the news, Mr. Evers said

he’d always thought Alfred was just
“too darned proud.” Mike said it
was all those blasted books, and

Mrs. Myrtledeck said it was a terrible thing to have to happen to

her—a poor widow all alone in the
world....

In the
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completely different worlds.

meantime, Alfie had finally moved
out of the neighborhood. He had a
nice little apartment and was working at a small bank downtown. Alfie
had big plans and nobody was going
to hold him back. He’d even managed
to forget he’d even had a brother

(Continued from page 17)
affair with Rosaline.
Neither is much
concerned with pursuing the feud as are

Juliet: Good night! Good night!
Parting is such sweet
sorrow

other members of the families.
Riff, the character of Mercutio, also pos-

That I shall say good
night till it be morrow.

sessing some of Benvolio’s lines, persuades Tony to accompany him toa dance
at the gym as his lieutenant in a challenge
to the Puerto Ricans for a rumble. Romeo
is convinced it would be great sport to
attend a dinner-dance at the Capulet home
in disguise. Benvolio also feels that this
will help Romeo forget Rosaline. Both
the young men meet their young ladies at

Sleep dwell upon thine
eyes, peace in thy breast!
Would I were to sleep

these dances.

Neither, no, none of them

realize who the other is.
Bernardo, Maria’s brother and thecharacter of Tybalt, Juliet’s cousin, sends

Maria from the dance when he catches
her with Tony. Tybalt attempts to go after
Romeo when he sees him talking to Juliet
at the Capulet dance. The nurse actually
draws Juliet away from Romeo. Later
Romeo takes a chance and enters the Capulet grounds in an attempt to see Juliet.
It is here that the famous balcony scene is
played. Here also the modern writers remained true to Shakespeare’s original.
Tony takes a chance by entering what is
considered Puerto Rican territory to see
Maria. They play their balcony scene on
a fire escape.
The similarities abound between these
two scenes. As Romeo and Juliet talk, the
nurse calls Juliet repeatedly from within.
Juliet answers that she will be right there
several times and once actually enters the
building.
When Romeo starts to leave
she asks when she will see him again. He
tells her it will be the next day. She calls
him back once more to say good night.
In the Tony and Maria scene it is Maria’s father that calls from within. She
too answers in the same manner, saying
she will be right in. And she too goes
within to come back out and tell Tony he
must leave.

As he leaves she asks when

she will see him again and he says the
next day. And she calls him back to say
good night.
Here are some of the last
lines in the respective scenes for comparison.
Tony and Maria: Good night, good night,

and peace, so sweet to

rest!
From this point the action begins to
sweep toward the inevitable tragic ending.
Romeo and Juliet are married by Friar
Lawrence.
Tony and Maria exchange
vows in a mock ceremony in the dress
shop where she is employed. The same
day he is married, Romeo attempts friendship with Tybalt. Tybalt is insulting and
Mercutio takes the slanders to heart or at
least as reason to start a fight. In attempting to part the two combatants, Romeo
causes the death of Mercutio, stabbed
under Romeo’s arm by Tybalt. Romeo
then takes up his sword and, not realizing
fully what he is doing, kills Tybalt. He
is stunned by his act as he stands over
the body of Tybalt.
Tony, also on the same day as the
mock vows, goes to a rumble in an attempt
to halt a fight between Riff (Mercutio) and
Bernardo (Tybalt). In the action Riff is
stabbed under Tony’s arm and Tony, in
the same frame of mind as Romeo, kills
Bernardo, who, like Tybalt, had refused

Tony’s attempted friendship.
At this point the stories vary slightly. In
West Side Story, Tony goes to Maria and
later to Doc’s Drug Store (Friar Lawrence
and his cell) to be hidden in the basement.
Doc goes to get money so Tony and Maria can leave town. Meanwhile Shrank
comes to question Maria and she sends
Anita, Bernardo’s girl friend, to Tony with
a message.
Anita is tormented by the
“‘Americans’”’ and she spits out, instead
of Maria’s message, her own message,
that Maria is dead.

In Romeo and Juliet, Romeo goes to
Friar Lawrence’s cell. Juliet sends her
nurse (Anita) with a message for Romeo.
Juliet would like, wants above all else, to

see him before he is forced to leave Verona into exile. He goes to see her as she

asks and then leaves for Mantua.

The

sleep well and when you

scene in which Juliet waits for the night so

dream,

she may be with Romeo for the last time

dream of me,

good night.

is also in the musical, only it is placed be-

Tony, upon hearing Anita’s message

fore the death of Bernardo, as Mariawaits

from Doc, runs into the streets calling for
Chino (Paris), to whom Maria had been
promised, to kill him too. Then he sees

for Tony to come to her after stopping the
rumble.

Juliet, when she utters her lines,

is similarly unaware of the deaths.
Maria:

Tonight! Tonight! won't be
Just any night, tonight there
will be no morning star. Tonight! Tonight! Ill see my
love

Juliet:

Maria and, as he runs to her, Chino ap-

pears and shoots him. Tony dies in Maria’s arms. Both gangs gather and she
rises, takes the gun from Chino and asks
how many she can kill and still kill herself.
She tells them that they all killed Tony and
Riff and Bernardo, not with guns and

tonight,

and for us

stars will stop where they
are.
Spread thy close curtain,
love-performing night, That
runaways’ eyes may wink,
and Romeo Leap to these

knives, but with hate.

this,

to

me, carries more tragic impact

than Juliet’s death.
In Shakespeare’s play, the Prince is the
one who places the blame, just as Maria
does, on the two families. The Capulets
and the Montagues are seemingly united
in tragedy. In West Side Story Tony is
borne away by both “Americans”? and
Puerto Ricans, but this only suggests a
unification, much more dramatically
strong and carrying more impact, while
still showing the needlessness of the deaths.
And so we have seen the great similarities between the two plays. Is West Side
Story just a modern dress Romeo and
Juliet? Not really, for in the creation of
the musical the author and composer,
while remaining essentially true to Shakespeare, brought to life something new. And
it is tribute to the genius of Shakespeare
that they were able to do so. However,

arms, untalk’d of and un-

seen.
Maria:
Today the minutes seem like
hours, the hours goso slowly, and still the sky is light.
Oh, moon grow bright and
make this endless day endless night, tonight.
Juliet:
... 80 tedious is this day
As is the night before some
festival To an impatient
child that hath new robes
And may not wear them.
But the deed is done, Tybalt and Bernardo are dead. Romeo goes into exile
and Juliet takes a potion to feign death
rather than marry Paris to whom she was
intended. Romeo hears she is really dead
and comes to her tomb. Here he is approached by Paris who attacks him. Romeo kills Paris and takes poison. Juliet
wakes from her drugged coma and seeing
Romeo dead, stabs herself with his dagger.

Fula

And, though Ma-

ria does not die as did her counterpart,
she says she now has hate in such a way
you feel she has been killed in spirit, and

what is the truth of my title statement, does

Romeo and Juliet plus music equal West
Side Story? In this case, I for one must
answer yes.

a

by simon yang

Yes, today is a day of joy for me,
for the image of her is still near to me,

the sun seemed at its full splendor above me,

the warmth of her embrace still surrounds me,

and the grass with its grandeur beneath me,

the scent of her lips still lingers on me,
and the pain of ecstasy is milder in me.
Yes, today is a day of day-dreams for me,

Yes, today is a day of pride in me,

a day of meaningful thoughts in me,

a day of goodness and courage in me,

a day that everyone seems to have seen me,

a day of forgiveness and love in me,

said hello and smiled at me.

since yesterday I found her and she found me.

Yes, today is a day of spring in me,
and the beauty of the flowers all around me.
a day of delightful wishes for me,
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LITERATURE
TRAVELS WITH CHARLIE

(in search of America)

THE ALPHA
AND THE OMEGA
He watched her leave the room. She
seemed to float. She was, he thought,
the epitome of beauty. He contemplated this as he sat back and took
a sip of the wine she had served him.
He wondered how he might arrange
to meet her again. He felt an upsurge
within himself. How wonderful the

first blossoming of love! I He removeda cigarette from a packet and
lit it. He inhaled slowly and deeply,
actually enjoying it. For a moment he
was lost in ecstasy. The emptiness in
his eyes suddenly turned to pain. His
face wrenched in terror as he grabbed
at his stomach. His eyes shut as he
felt nausea overtake him. An agonizing moan came from somewhere
within his body. His arms inched
away from his stomach, their fingers
becoming stiff. His body was bloated
and heavy. His moan changed to a
nasal grunt. Slowly the pain ceased
within him, and he opened his eyes.
What he saw horrified him. But his
thoughts were beginning to fade. His
memory failed him when she re-en-

tered the room. Hf ‘Come, my handsome young man. Circe will take care
of you,” she said to him.
by henry w. cepluch

by Mary Altick
Charley is a large French poodle with
slightly buck teeth, which deformity enables him to say, ‘“‘Ffft!’? when he wants
to go out. In John Steinbeck’s new bestseller Travels With Charley this dog plays
Sancho Panza to the author’s Don Quixote
as they charge about the country tilting at
traditions in a trailer-truck named Rosinante.

Serving as friend, dinner companion,
and key to all encounters, Charley leads
or follows his master into numerous experiences with “‘the natives.’’ This book is
a kind of journal, written after the trip, to

record Nobel Prize-winner Steinbeck’s observations about America today and yesterday.
The America which Steinbeck immortalized in The Grapes of Wrath, the other
America which he captured in Tortilla
Flat and several short stories, was an

America different in time and temper from
the present. Aware of national changes
on many levels since his last tour twentyfive years before, Steinbeck became aware
of his own remoteness from the feelings of
the American people. He decided to put
his ear to the heart of the country again
by wandering alone, unrecognized, to all
the little towns and big cities and quiet
farms and noisy factories and way-stations
in-between where the pulse of genuinely
American feeling would be throbbing.
Whenever he came to a likely spot, he
stopped and listened.
New England farmers talked the least
and truck drivers talked the most. Almost
everywhere Rosinante’s knight and his
faithful Charley were welcomed and accepted, no questions asked. As the Steinbeck liquor supply dwindled, his store of
American opinions swelled. Every American becomes a philosopher of sorts if the

scotch flows freely. But this philosophizing tried to remain theoretical usually; in

reality the American philosopher is deliberately removed from committment to and
involvement in genuine issues of politics,
economics, etc. |

Travels With Charley is a pleasant,
easy-to-read guide for the armchair traveler. It contains a few flashes of insight
and an overall gleam of humor, but it
fails to light up the literary horizons at
all.
The manly Steinbeck language and
straightforwardness one has come to expect are there; but the touches of delicacy
and poignancy which characterized such
early fiction as Tortilla Flat and The
Pearl are missing. The thread of compassion underlying all of Steinbeck’s first
writings has apparently become lost in
the intricate design woven by time and
success.
One may only hope that in his
next book it will emerge again.

The Little Prince

by Mary Altick
“Six

years ago,’’

In his travels the Little Prince visited
many planets. On one of them, he found
a man who did nothing but add numbers
which never totalled anything, and who
was too busy with “matters of consequence’”’ to talk to the Little Prince. On
another he found a king who had no subjects but who assured the Little Prince that
he ruled the entire universe. On still
another he found a tippler who said he
was drinking to forget.
“To forget what?”
To forget that Iam ashamed.”’
“Ashamed of what?”’
*‘Ashamed of drinking.”
But it was on earth, in the company of
M. de Saint-Exupery (a man quite unlike
most grown-ups who realized that sunsets,
not numbers, were truly “‘matters of consequence’’) that the Little Prince learned
from a fox what is really important.
Having found his sheep, and at long last
having found his answer, the Little Prince
returned to his planet and his flower as
silently as he had come. Because the
heart of his friend was sad, the Little

>

writes Antoine de

Saint-Exupery, ‘I made a forced landing
in the Sahara, alone, a thousand miles

from help, and faced the necessity of repairing my motor myself within the number of days my supply of drinking water
would last.
The first morning I was
awakened by a gentle but determined voice
which said, ‘If you please, draw me a
sheep.’ ”’
The speaker was the Little Prince, who
lived alone on a tiny planet no larger than
a house, and was travelling about the universe trying to overcome the heartache of
a tragic lovers’ misunderstanding. In addition, he sought a sheep to crop the grass
on his tidy homeland and an answer to
teach him the real importance of life...
Although the planet of the Little Prince
was very small, it contained three volcanoes, two active and one extinct, a multitude of dangerous baobab seeds, which

had to be cleared away daily lest they
grow to trees and engulf the whole planet,

Prince gave him this present:
**All men have the stars,’’ he answered,

‘“*but they are not the same things for different people. For some, who are travellers, the stars are guides.

For others,

they are no more than little lights in the
sky. For others, who are scholars, they
are problems... But all these stars are
silent. You — you alone — will have the
stars as no one else has them... In one
of the stars I shall be living. In one of
them I shall be laughing. And so it will
be as if all the stars were laughing, when
you look at the sky at night... It will be
as if, in place of the stars, I had given you
a great number of little bells that knew
how to laugh...”
.
In absolutely simple prose which is
really poetry, de Saint-Exupery has created
one of the loveliest parables ever written.
The language is so simple that a child
can read the story; the book is dedicated,

and one beautiful flower. This flower was

in fact, to all children and to one in particular.
But the meaning is profound.
The story is so real that tears come un-

different from all other flowers in the uni-

bidden at the passing of the Little Prince.

verse.

She was delicate and emotional

and very, very proud.

The effect of the language is heightened

Her love for the

by forty whimsical illustrations, each an

Little Prince made her jealous, and she

integral part of the story, done with the
(Continued on page 33)

drove him to the stars.

illustrator: sue holsapple

QUEST

Dawn
soft the black of night
softer still the grey of night’s departure
gentle yet the maiden blush of day
and
slanting

streaming
reaching
rays of sun
he wakes
stab sleeping eyes
a knight
young and fairof face

= B(|
and

yawning on his mattress rock

clouds
grey
thick

beyond his horse strains not
his tether

low
blot

cover the rays of sun
he mounts
he rides
he rides to a hilltop and views the land of the lonely

barren
and the
the
the
the

wind
wind
wind
wind

desolate

empty

is his traveling companion
streams the horse’s mane
waves the young knight’s cloak
sings
sings minor
dissonant song
song of soul damned
damned to wander
to roam alone

the wind sings the song of the lonely

to know not but itself

the wind is the soul of the land
5
ee the land of the lonely
nothingness
emptiness
and the wind whispers the wind cries the wind wails the wind is always
there the wind is and the wind is and the wind is and the wind is the
land and the wind is the land and the wind is alone alone alone alone
he rides

alone alone alone

he spurs
he halts
he spurs
he crys out
he halts

he crys out
he spurs alone
he halts alone

he crys out alone
he spurs alone with the wind
he halts alone with the wind

he crys alone to the wind
and the wind
whispers
she is there
there beyond

beyond the sea
the sea of doubt
sea of uncertainty

and atopa hill he sees heavy
hesitant
quick breakers crash

a ship is there

frail
rotten boards

rusted spikes
ruined sails
he embarks
and
the wind calls
she is there

the sea heaves
high

travel on

towering
walls of grey green water

the little ship shudders

poised above

groans
leans and sways
the sails flap despairingly and the waves tower
the waves threaten
the waves cover
the little craft goes beneath
and rises
goes beneath
to stay
and rises
and hope is a thing that leaves with the wind
the wind that whispers
travel on
she is there
travel on

ahead the sky is red

menacing
greasy
boiling clouds
churn and knot

red
crimson
scarlet
the colors of blood
the colors offire
the land of hate
the little boat is cast upon the shore
dashed and broken smashed and shattered
rent and ripped battered and left for
kindling beneath menacing craters of
fire
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the land is red with fire
glowing
flaring
and he sees a man
a knight in black
imposing on black charger
black as night the knight
the knight of black speaks
you would ride to her
you must pass by me
I say you shall not ride on
I say you shall not leave this land
do you turn back
and he
the young knight
the fair knight
lowers his visor
I would ride on
both turn chargers away
then face about
lances lower
cinder
rock
earth flys beneath hooves
they meet with a crash
lances broken
they draw swords
and fight on
gleaming
flashing
slashing
glinting
and the sky boils lower
the land roars in pain
the earth heaves with fury
slashing
wounding
wounded
hurting
hurt
suddenly
quickly
he is down and the black knight hovers over
sword poised
and he slashes up
deep
vitally
the knight in black falls
§asps
and the sky boils lower yet
the land roars his pain

the earth heaves with his death
he young and fair

leans wearily on his sword
stoops to raise the visor of black
raises the visor and sees himself

and yet
not himself

in pain
in fury
in fear
he mounts
he spurs

he rides
and the sky boils
the land is filled with raining death
the air is filled with poison and of hate
faster
faster
faster
faster
faster
he rides
he rides
and the wind rises
the wind cries
the wind laughs
the wind mocks
the wind laughs
the wind mocks
and he rides
rides

the sky is black
THUNDER
lightening
lances the darkness
and the wind howls
and rages
wails
laughs mocks
he rides in fury
in fear
the trees are spirits reaching for his soul
he rides
the night is filled
with fear
thunder and lightening
fear
wind laughing
the howling laughter of the damned
the shrill laughter of the mocking
the wailing laughter of the tormented
rain and wind and trees reaching and he rides rides rides through the
forest of fear
and the night will never end never end never end never end never end
and he sinks to the ground
and he prays
wind screaming in his ear
rain streaming down his face
thunder crashing in his ear
and the wind loses its shrillness
the thunder ceases to bellow

the night becomes less black
he rests
he rests

soft now the black of night

softer still the grey of night’s departure
gentle yet the maiden blush of day
and slanting

i 3
aid

streaming
reaching

y

rays of sun

es

probe sleeping eyes
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he wakes

beyond his horse strains his tether
the clouds are high
is soft
and young
and gentle

the sun
touches

and the oe

tiny drops of dew
and fastens a chain ofjewels around the throat
of the land
the land of love
he mounts
he rides
beyond he spies the castle
high ona hillside
of deep
and light
and blue-green

ae
and tint ofpink
yet blue
or green

ash te

a ungae=

flowers il
all among the trees
and on the shrubs
and deer grazing
,
easily
unafraid in a park of green velvet

shining
white
banners torn from the rainbow
and she waits there
across the meadow
the road winds now
easy
clear to sight
but beyond
the land they must ride together
the land he has traveled
the way
not easy
not hard
but yet
and he pauses

and as he pauses he spies her

Ce

wating
.
;
knowing he'll come

afar

hoping

and he rides
down the hill
across the meadow

he
he
he
he

rides
rides
rides
rides

in the sun
in the brilliance of day
in the broad easy road
the land of love

he rides
the quest

is O’er

(Continued from page 26)
care and seriousness of a child by the
restrained chorus but soon swings hard
author.
into that typical Kenton sound. Drummer,
This is a story which, if understood,
Jerry McKenzie, sets a furious pace at the
can change the reader’s life. The author
opening of an exhausting, long time favdrew the sheep the Little Prince needed
orite called Limehouse Blues. It opens
and drew a muzzle for it, too. But he forhard with Jerry’s solo and closes with an
explosive Kenton finish.
got to draw a fastening strap for the muzPossibly Stan saves his best for the inzle. ‘“‘Here, then, is a great mystery. For
side track, as he finishes with Malaguena.
you who also love the little prince, and
It is a magnificant job by Kenton and the
for me, nothing in the universe can be the
same if somewhere, we do not know where,
boys with a dynamic and intricate rhya sheep that we never saw has — yes or
thmic pattern that makes this Latin-flavno? —eatenarose...
ored arrangement symbolic of the creative
ability of Stan Kenton.
“Look up at the sky. Ask yourselves:
After an interlude with his big band,
Is it yes or no? Has the sheep eaten the
Jerry Mulligan goes back to his quartet.
flower? And you will see how everything
The Jerry Mulligan Quartet (Verve) is
changes...
not really the best example of Jerry’s abil“And no grown-up will ever understand
ity. Although both sides show good jazz,
that this is a matter of so much imporit is more of a breather for the Mulligan
tance!”’
quartet. Bob Brookmeyer on valve trombone and Jerry on sax exchange gutty
solos in an eight minute masterpiece called
I Know, Don’t Know How, that was recorded live at the Village Vanguard in
New York. This is probably the high
point
of the album. The rest of the disk
a
RECORDS
is an effortless wandering through about
a half-dozen oldies and originals.
by Vic DeGhett
Mulligan sets his baritone sax aside for
Stan Kenton fans will be interested and
an attempt at the piano in a number
enthusiastic about his new album. Advencalled Piano Train. It sounds like Jerry
tures in Jazz (Capitol) as it is aptly titled
is playing in the other room, which might
is another gem from the great Kenton.
have been the case. Fortunately, Gus JohnHe has long been considered the symbol
son (a big improvement over the drumof progress in American Jazz. In this almers in Mulligan’s past quartets - DOWN
bum he concerns himself mainly with the
BEAT) keeps this piece together. Johnson
writings of Dee Barton, Bill Holman, and
and Crow (bass) form a tremendous rhyGene Roland but slips in an old favorite
thm team that should make this potenof many when he opens with Erroll Gartially great quartet go places. Maybe we
ner’s masterpiece — Misty. It is typically
will again see Mulligan the way he was in
Kenton but still Misty all the way through.
the early fifties. Here’s hoping!
As the needle moves further in we hear a
Folk music fans should be glad to hear
wonderfully wild arrangement of Waliz of
that Joan Baez has come out with a new
the Prophets. A trumpet, trombone, and
album. It is entitled Joan Baez in Concert
tenor sax carry this great melody line with
(Vanguard). If past sales are any indicasax, piano, and rhythm section combining
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tion, this LP should really move. Joan,
as usual, is great in this album which was
recorded live in various, unnamed, con-

to give a strange syncopation. Last on

side-one is that famous Johnny Green
standard, Body and Soul. This has been
a favorite of jazz soloists for the past two
decades and is now a showcase for Sam
Donahue on tenor sax.
On the other side, Kenton starts with
lots of big band drive in a beautifully

cert halls throughout the country. Her
pure soprano voice rings crystal clear in
this album that contains some of the finest
Anglo-American, Scottish, and pure-American folk ballads ever recorded.

constructed piece called Turtle Talk. Stair-

Miss Baez gives a wonderful rendition

way to the Stars opens up with a rather

of John Jacob Niles’ Black is the Color.
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This is the first time to my knowledge
(that I know of) that she has copied
another folk singer. But, this doesn’t de-

tract from either her or the song. Turn
this record over and we hear Joan do a
remarkable number called Matty Groves.
This is a seven minute ballad of exceptional quality done in the typical Baez
fashion.
For those who have her first two albums, she hasn’t repeated a single song
on this latest LP. I understand she is to
release an accompanying album that will
be a continuation of her concert recordings. Keep an eye open for it.
Once Over Lightly: Sinatra and Swingin’
Brass (Reprise) seems to be well worth the
effort. The Thin Man is his usual relaxed
self through most of the album. Frank has
a nice refreshing sound in Pick Yourself
Up...In Odetta and the Blues (Riverside), we hear this big voiced folk singer
go jazz. Kind of interesting... Andres
Segovia gives a five-star performance in
Segovia (Decca). This sixty-eight year old
classical guitarist never ceases to amaze
his fans. He did it again! Don’t miss Segovia at Memorial Hall on January 16.
(Thanks to Mayor’s on 3rd & Main for
the use of their records and equipment.)

THEATRE
THE ISLAND
by Vic DeGhett
In the past, the language barrier has to
some extent prevented American audiences
from obtaining a full realization of the
beauty that is in many of the foreign
movies. There is no language barrier in
The Island (Zenith International), for it

Kaneto Shindu, the director and writer
of this extremely touching picture, did not
exclude dialogue for the sole purpose of
international acceptance. He did it be
cause for years a good many directors
have wanted to makeafilm of such quality that the visual images themselves do
all the talking and not the characters.
But, all is not silent. The picture hasa
sound track. Perhaps, Mr. Shindu did not
have complete faith in his sensitive and
rhythmic visual images. The music is
quite good at times, but often it emphasizes where emphasis is not needed.
The central theme is a simple one — a
Japanese family of four is working the
soil on a small, rocky island in the Inland

Sea of Japan. Daily, they make the laborious trek to the mainland for water.
They fill their casks (each carries two)
and then, they row back to their little island. Here, they must carry the precious
liquid up the barren, bleak landscape to
their crops which soak up this hard-earned
commodity.
The film builds within us a feeling for
these struggling people. We work the soil
with them until our hands are sore and
our backs ache. We carry water again,
and again, and again until our shoulders
sag with pain. And when wearethoroughly absorbed in the film, the director jolts
our nerves with a small but heart-rending
event — a cask of water spills.
Through this rhythmic pattern of survival, Shindu weaves other activities. We
share the joys and sorrows of the family,
we pass with them through the seasons,
we go with them to the city, we are there
when the oldest son dies, and we mourn
his passing.

Technically, this film is good. The absence of sub-titles (obviously they are not
needed) adds to the flowing pattern of the
production. It is filmed in black-and-white,
which emphasizes the beautifully-bleak locale. ‘There is only one question. Why,
in one scene, is this silent, working, family going for water when it is raining?
This film deserves highest praise. It is
definitely worth seeing. The Island is quite

uses pictures so successfully that dialogue

different

is not necessary.

characters simply don’t speak to each

life’? imports that have been the rage for
the past few years. It will be at the Art
Theater on Wayne Avenue soon. Don’t

other!

miss it.

‘The script is not fash-

ioned in the manner of a pantomine. The

from the run-of-the-mill, ‘‘sweet
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saaawea
A Wild Thing
You are like a wild thing,
A fawn a noose would strangle
And so I know better than to love you.
For when the wind calls off you shall flee;
All I can do is blow you a kiss
As you race on
Graceful, wild, and sleek.
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